
MULTI PURPOSE
SEAL®

Anglo Multi Purpose Seal
penetrates deep into dusty
porous concrete and hardens to
provide a dustproofed surface.

Anglo Multi Purpose Seal is a fine particle, tough acrylic compound that penetrates
deep into dusty, porous concrete and hardens to provide a dustproofed surface.
Solvent free, virtually odourless and non-flammable, it is easily applied to new or old
concrete surfaces using a soft broom.

Ideal for many porous
surfaces including:-

• Concrete

• Screeds

• Block Paving

• Brick, Blockwork and
Plaster Walls

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

SOLVENTFREE



APPEARANCE
Anglo Multi Purpose Seal is a fine particle, tough, acrylic 
compound that may have a slight darkening effect on some 
substrates.

AVAILABILITY
5 and 25 litre units.

LIMITATIONS
Anglo Multi Purpose Seal is suitable only for bare unsealed porous
surfaces. Please contact our Technical Department if you require
further information.

SURFACE PREPARATION
The surface to be treated must be dry, free from all loose 
material, and previous coatings. Oil and grease should be removed
with Anglo Multi-Purpose Degreaser or similar emulsifying
degreasant and the area hosed off with water and allowed to dry.
The surface must be porous to allow the Anglo Multi Purpose Seal
to penetrate. If there is doubt that the substrate is absorbent, pour
some water onto the surface. If the water is easily absorbed, the
surface is suitable for treating with Anglo Multi Purpose Seal.
New concrete should not be treated until the surface is 
sufficiently dry to absorb the solution (usually at least 7 days in
good drying conditions).

APPLICATION
Apply within a range of 10ºC - 30ºC. Do not use at temperatures
of less than 10ºC. Pour directly onto the floor from the container.
Use a soft broom to distribute the solution, working it well into 
the surface. Ensure that the surface has absorbed as much 
solution as it can. Avoid ponding, i.e. do not allow any surplus
unabsorbed solution to remain and subsequently dry on the 
surface. Use the broom to sweep any excess solution onto 
adjacent areas. One coat is normally sufficient on average quality
concrete. A second coat may be required on exceptionally porous
substrates. Allow the surface 12 -16 hours to dry before making a
second application.

COVERAGE
5 litres of Anglo Multi Purpose Seal will treat approximately 30m2

with one application depending upon the porosity of the substrate.

CURING
Anglo Multi Purpose Seal will accept foot and light traffic after 12
hours, and will be fully cured after 24 hours. Do not wash the
treated surface for 48 hours. These curing periods assume a 
temperature of 15ºC - 30ºC and good ventilation.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
All product labels provide general safety information. Material
Safety Data Sheets are available.

STORAGE
Store at a temperature range of 10ºC - 30ºC. Do not allow the
product to freeze.

SHELF LIFE
At least two years in unopened manufacturer’s containers.

ANGLO MULTI-PURPOSE DEGREASER
For preparatory degreasing. A super penetrating degreasant that
removes oil and grease from concrete surfaces. 
Coverage approximately 2m2 per litre.

ORDERING
Available from stockists throughout the UK.  All Anglo products
are sold subject to the Company’s Standard Conditions of Sale.

The Company and its representatives are often asked to comment
on potential uses of Anglo products which differ from those
described in the Company’s data sheets. Whilst in such cases the
Company and its representatives will always try to offer helpful
and constructive advice, the Company cannot be held responsible
for the results of such uses unless they are specifically confirmed
in writing by the Company.

All information is based on results gained from experience and
testing and is believed to be accurate, but it is given without
acceptance of liability for loss or damage attributable to reliance
thereon as conditions of use lie outside our control.
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